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THE BETRAYAL OF THE SOMALI NATION AND THE HORN 

BY ABDURAHMAN HUSSEIN MOHAMED (BBA/MBA), Amiirdaldoon in Denmark: 14/09/2011 
 

Since the current efforts on the Horn all are merely aimed at easing the pains 

temporarily (famine, alshabab, reconciliation, peace, etc.), we still need to work 

for the everlasting solutions to the generating roots of the current pains we are 

trying to ease. So, to find such final solutions, we have to pose questions to 

answer to: 

1- Are the UN, AU and the international community 
honestly serious now about finding everlasting just 
solutions to the Horn crisis? We suppose that there can 
be differing answers to this question. So, let’s say, yes 
they are! 
 

2- So, what went wrong on the Horn and when and why? 

The United Nations Betrayed and maltreated the Somali 
Nation and the Horn of Africa Region Continually by 
Recognising the Defeating OAU Charter of 1963: A Deep 
Self Contradiction by the Global Body! 

The origin of the crisis on the Horn of Africa Region stems from the fact that 
the United Nations made a most serious injustice and a betrayal by recognising 
the regional charter of the OAU at least an article of which (see 3.3 below blue 

in italics) not only violates but also defeats at least an article of the United 
Nations Charter (see 1.2 below blue in italics). Article 1.2 of the UN entitles 
self-determination to all colonised peoples (the Somali Nation included) while  

article 3.3 of the OAU Charter demands respect for the territorial integrity of 
member states BEFORE the territories of Africa were corrected back to how 

they were BEFORE  colonialism and more strange enough at a time when a 
file/agenda was open on the UN desk for the re-unification and independence 
of the Somali nation bringing all the five parts of the Somali nation into which 

Europeans (France, Italy and UK) divided the nation under one flag and rule.  

The Somalis  made a more suicidal mistake in taking membership of the very 

conspiracy against them, the OAU charter  which adopted  the colonial borders 
and thus legalised and perpetuated their being divided in second class status. 
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If the UN is now serious about the peace and justice it is talking about and the 

negotiations and reconciliations, there is no isolated Solution to "a Somali 
political problem" but there is only ONE SOLUTION TO THE HORN OF AFRICA 
REGION: THE RE-OPENING, BY THE UN, OF THE ILLEGALLY CLOSED FILE 

STATED ABOVE, RE-UNITING THE SOMALI NATION UNDER ONE FEDERAL RULE 
AND LEADING THE REGION INTO A "PROSPERITY COMMON MARKET" IN 
WHICH NONE FEELS NEITHER INJUSTICE NOR LAND-LOCKEDNESS. 

As far as an approach currently applicable is concerned, a ROAD MAP IS 

INDICATED BELOW IF THE WORLD IS HONESTLY SERIOUS ABOUT PEACE, 
JUSTICE AND RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS ON THE HORN OF AFRICA. 

United Nations Charter, Preamble, Chapter One 

Article 1 

The Purposes of the United Nations are: 
1. To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take effective 

collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, 
and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace, 
and to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the principles 
of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of international 
disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace;  

2.To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for 
the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, and to 
take other appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace;  
3.To achieve international co-operation in solving international problems of an 
economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and 
encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all 
without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion; and  
4. To be a centre for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment of 
these common ends.  

Charter of the OAU from 1963, Principles 

Article III 
The Member States, in pursuit of the purposes stated in Article II solemnly affirm and 
declare their adherence to the following principles: 

1.      The sovereign equality of all Member States.    

2.      Non-interference in the internal affairs of States. 

3. Respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of each State and for its 

inalienable right to independent existence. 
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A Road Map for Freedom, Justice, Peace and Prosperity for 
the Masses of the Horn of Africa Region 

A MISSION OF 4+5 WOULD HIGHLY PROBABLY MANAGE TO SOLVE THE HORN 
OF AFRICA CRISIS, ALLAH WILLING: 

4 to blame: UK, France, Italy & UN plus 5 helpers: OIC, Saudia, The Vatican, the 
EU and USA 

 

In most simple terms those three European Countries are responsible of the messy hell 

now prevailing on the Horn of Africa region - all communities - and they should sort it out 
with the help of the Vatican, the EU, the Moslem World League, Saudi Arabia, USA and the 
United Nations: (3 colonizers plus the UN which illegally closed the Somali Nation Re-

unification file in 1963 after OAU illegally adopted the colonial borders = the guilty 4 + 5 
helpers). This would lead the region into a prosperity common market in which none feels 
neither injustice nor land-locked after the Somali nation is re-unified. 

 

The Horn of Africa conflict is more of a religious conflict than it is a political, 
territorial conflict. 

 And thus religious leaders should give a helping hand, reminding the masses on the Horn 
and the world two basic values in faith: (1) Brotherhood and coexistence on earth; 
(2) Satisfaction with whatever Allah/God gives oneself including land-

lockedness. Thus, neighbours should benefit from resources brotherly while 
one should not seek sea access by force but by brotherly justice-and-
peacemaking.  

The European colonialists (UK, France and Italy) divided the Somali nation into five parts 
and when they left, if they ever did leave, they placed parts of Somalia under each 

neighbouring Christian community, for deliberate, long-term trouble generation for 
the region and the world as we see now, instead of delivering those Somali parts back to 
the administration of that part of Somalia which was declared independent in 

1960, current Somalia, which is only the Eastern part of the Somali nation.  

The regional OAU charter could not over-rule the global UN charter which was entitling 

self-determination and union for the Somali nation. UN and OAU probably violated Human 
Rights and related Laws and 

A more detailed statement is given below. 
  

  

HORN COMMON MARKET IS BETTER THAN LIFE HORN COMMON 

MISERIES!!! 
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Urgent needs: Role playing by the region's next of keens:  

the Islamic League and the Vatican. 
 

After twenty years of civil and other wars and the fact that the current path doesn't look encouraging 

nor capable of bringing about an everlasting solution to the region’s conflict and its miseries , l 

suggest that the citizens of the Horn Region and others interested in the betterment of those 

suffering masses give more time and other resources to the depth, the causes of and solutions to the 

current disaster and its causing roots on the Horn of Africa, especially in what is known as Somalia 

from where we have been watching horrifying sights in the latest news reports as well as the overall 

common miseries.  

 

1- Depth, Cause and responsibility partners:  

 

No matter who will laugh, l have to say that the responsibility of what is happening in Somalia and  

the miseries that exist in the neighbouring communities rests on the shoulders of the three European 

colonialists (UK, France and Italy) and  the UN for letting a regional OAU charter overrule its 

global UN charter and thus perpetuating colonialism on the Horn of Africa.  

 

For the first time reader on the Horn, the Somali nation was divided into five parts: a part 

under UK and the single part under Italy made up what is today known as Somalia in 1960, 

the second part (Northern Frontier District of Kenya) under UK was placed under the 

Christian Kenya in 1963, the fourth part (Ogadenya) still remains under the Christian 

Ethiopia and the fifth part is what you today call Djibouti and was under France until 1977. 

 

A share of the responsibility naturally rests on the shoulders of the rest of the international 

community as they all SIGNED AND/ OR RECOGNIZED THE SO CALLED "CHARTER OF 

ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY" which legalized and perpetuated the division of the 

Somali Nation into five parts by the European Colonialists, at a time when the file/case for the re-

unification of that nation and the delimitation of its borders was open at the United Nation ( 1963).  

 

A)    Somalis were wrong to take membership of the OAU, let alone signing such atrocity against 

them; 

B)     Moslems on the continent (Arabs and more) were wrong to sign and had to advice and warn 

the Somalis against neither signing it nor taking a membership; 

C)    Muslims in general were wrong to recognize such enslaving conspiracy cover-coded as an   

OAU charter; and 

D)    The United Nations contradicted with itself by accepting to be over-ruled by a new and only 

a regional organization and thereby closing up the then on-desk/open Somali re-unification-

and-border-case, the same applying to the international community in general. 

 

Such an act had enslaved not only the Somalis but also the masses of the region in general and 

made servants to other continents that had and still have their own schemes against the entire 

continent – preventing the Africans from exploiting their much needed natural resources by plotting 

them into never ending conflicts and worse. 

 

It is now time the masses should take their freedom from those other continents and seek to work 

for a Horn Region Common market in African Union instead of life common miseries. And the 

following is the way to get there, while, likewise, the responsible continents and the global 
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community at large should change their hypocrisy and instead dismantle their designed and/or 

perpetuated mass destruction plots and miseries on the region: 

 

2- The Solution: The only solution is that the United Nations gets back to where it was right last: 

RE-OPEN THE SOMALI FILE IT CLOSED ILLEGALLY, RE-UNIFY THE SOMALI NATION, 

LEAD THE REGION TO A REGIONAL COMMON MARKET AND COOPERATION AND 

THUS REMOVE THE PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM BEING "LAND-LOCKED" WHICH 

NOW  ALLEGEDLY LEADS SOME COMMUNITIES TO INVADE OTHERS FOR SEA 

ACCESS AND OTHER ILLUTIONS DESIGNED AND SUPPORTED BY THE CONTINENTS 

WHICH HAVE ALREADY BEEN RESPONSIBLE OF THE MISERIES.  

 

And while on this point, the following sources ought to play their legitimate roles: 

 

A) The Islamic league ought to indicate for all concerned that the league cares for the  region 

and its masses regardless of faith or other and that the league advices anyone who is 

interested in African Union, first sorts out the mess left by the European Colonizers  on the 

continent, deliver each territory to whom it belonged to before the mess-making colonialists 

and then create a legitimate share company with legitimate shares (African Union) which is 

 in the interest of all Africans and probably the world at large depending on its would-be 

structure; 

 

B) The Vatican which has lately been voicing their concern and interest ought to remind the 

masses of the region and their administrations who all claim that they all  believe in one 

God, the Almighty Allah, that only and only that very Almighty Allah determines who is 

settled where on earth and none other power and who should have access to the sea and who 

should be landlocked, and that a believer in God should be satisfied with His administration 

and may not try to acquire any sea nor ocean by his own force which too was given to one  

by the Almighty. This would then lead to a prosperous regional common market feeling 

neither injustices nor land-locked; 

 

C) The EU (European Union) has to play the role of being, since it really is, the family and 

the cousins of the British, the Italians and the French and thus convince them to have the 

courage of accepting the responsibility they bear and have on their shoulders – that of the 

miseries on the Horn since it was them who went there and created the causes of the troubles 

there today. A Somali proverb says: “for the insane, his/her brother is sane”. These three 

Europeans did wrong on the Horn and if they are not RIGHT today in solving their 

aftermath, their brothers have to be RIGHT and should bring them to the talking and solving 

table responsibly, making sure that funds for the Horn Peace Road Map are raised together 

with the multiple assistances from the US, the World Band, the IMF and more, who 

should spend part of their budgets for the Horn on the creation of everlasting AND long 

term solutions rather than constant expenditure on for example burying the dead, the killer 

of whom is maintained for ever to keep killing; 

 

D) What the Somalis should do: A NEED FOR A SOMALO-PHONE CONFERENCE FOR 

A SOMALO-PHONE PUBLIC PETITION TO THE UN TO RE-OPEN THE SOMALI 

UNITY AND FREEDOM FILE AT THE UN – UNJUSTIFIABLY CLOSED BY THE 

UNITED NATION! 
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Sooner or later the Somali masses will have to think one more time and make a choice: 

SPEAK UNITED FOR THEIR RIGHTS OR REMAIN IN SECOND-CLASS STATUS IN 

MISERY UNIFORMLY. Since none of them is in better life or is more free than the other 

anywhere, they have to work together to change their status in this world in which the weak 

and divided are not counted at all. That is why it is urgently needed that the speakers of the 

Somali language (all Somalis) should start conferences and forums at Somalo-phone level. 

The media that speaks Somali (web sites, TVs, Radios, Publications, etc.) and  the 

communities abroad ought to start these forums and conferences and as soon as possible and 

formulate in UNITY a public petition to the UN demanding the re-opening of their file 

which was closed illegally under the pretext that Africans have adopted colonialism and 

colonial borders for never ending conflicts and miseries. Somalis have to work for a Horn 

Region Brotherhood first then for their internal community interests after securing the 

interests and the betterments at the Horn Region level; 

 

E) Other citizens: Likewise, the non-Somali citizens of the region have to monitor the 

innermost changes of goodwill within the Somali souls and should give an encouraging 

feedback, taking positive steps forward towards the objective: A Prosperity Horn Common 

Market in which citizens equally farm and fish, all feeling free in sisterhood, exploiting their 

resources for the better life of themselves instead of preserving such resources for others 

under constant uselessness. They have to start understanding the fact that the one they need 

to plan long term strategies for life with is the one living next to them, not the ones living in 

other continents. 

 
Conclusion 

Saving lives requires less talk and much work. Courage and true humanity have to be applied 

in order to take the responsibilities and set up whole heartedly fully financed task teams to 

start and implement the above stated ROAD MAP FOR HORN SOLUTIONS/ HORN 

PEACE ROAD MAP. Unless this is done, there will always be many who will be activated for 

violence by both genuine and bogus liberation activists, defending the Muslims in the region 

from the hostile Christians in the region and those who are supporting them from other 

continents of the same faith. 

Famine, refugees, pirates, hostages, terrorism, anti-terror war deaths, oppression, kid 

perishing, raping, aid worker kidnappings, least helping consignments in international aid, 

corruption, human trafficking, mini development projects in fiasco, growing hatred and 

distrust among faiths worldwide, and the list will go on! As you read this statement start 

playing your role and set funds aside and take initiatives towards the objective: A Prosperity 

Horn Common Market in which none feels neither injustice nor land locked, all citizens 

farming and fishing in peace and dignity on equal footing, Allah Willing. 

Not “the End” till you work correctly - better late than never – though, from 1980, this 

activism for freedom, peace, respect for human rights and dignified life on the Horn and in 

the Village made me a hostage by the technological pirates of the faith-phobist colonialist. 

Please publish your supporting comments and send a copy to: amiirdaljire@hotmail.com. 

 


